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把持久对象映射成关系数据库中的表格。采用 MVC 分层设计思想，通过对 View






















The main task of this paper is based on the actual work of Kunming government 
house, Kunming financial services office, bureau of finance of Kunming and 
Kunming development investment group Co., LTD. It take the problems in the work 
of investment and the service for leader of the city government, municipal related 
department, commercial bank in Kunming as the breakthrough. With the 
development of the "digital Kunming" project and government information 
exchange platform, design an Comprehensive management system platform  fits 
the requirement collecting government investment information. Explore ways to 
share and update investment and financing (government debt structure) information 
for Kunming government. At the first, designed a set of process which is suitable for 
government internal information exchange according to the requirements of the 
actual work. Second reformed the traditional information submitted and exchange 
work. Finally ,formed the typical process. Described the system's overall structure, 
and illustrated the function module design and implementation.  
Through the development of demand for interactive the industrial and 
commercial Department registration, regulation, credit, inspections, charge and other 
business data, clearing Out the current industrial and commercial Department 
registration, regulation and unclaimed, the voucher management, charge, workflow, 
and generating standard UML Use Case descriptions and the use of binding 
document cases. According to the Commerce and Industry Bureau in Weifang City 
of current information to actual circumstances and operational needs of the overall 
system structure, functional structure, the hierarchical structure, storage structure, 
the network structure for the analysis and design of the system to ensure flexibility, 
stability, scalability and security. RUP methods used for the detailed design of the 
software to use case-driven, management of industrial and commercial business 
needs and the early stage of type design, thereby generating the activity diagram, 













   
IV 
entities, entities Management and Data Association category, By category analysis 
of the relationship between the class diagram generation, eventually lasting object 
mapping into the relational database tables. Using MVC design stratified by the 
View layer, Model Control layer and the layer functional components design, User 
interface and business logic of separation and dynamically generated web pages 
with HTML part of the logic of separation. In the development process as possible is 
the full protection of the results of the early phase of development, Also, as far as 
possible to ensure information systems scalability and maintainability.  
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施中，在类设计的基础上，导入 MySQL 数据库中，完成开发。 
本文的主要工作之四是采用 MVC 分层设计思想实现开发，通过对 View 层、
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